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Abstract
A Perfect Hash Function (PHF) is a hash function that has no collisions on a given input set. PHFs can be used for space efficient storage of data in an array, or for determining a compact representative of each object in the set. In this paper, we present the PHF construction algorithm SicHash – Small Irregular Cuckoo Tables for Perfect Hashing. At its core, SicHash uses a known technique: it places objects in a cuckoo hash table and then stores the final hash function choice of each object in a retrieval data structure. We combine the idea with irregular cuckoo hashing, where different objects can have a different number of hash functions. Additionally, we use many small tables that we overload beyond their asymptotic maximum load factor. The most space efficient competitors often use brute force methods to determine the PHFs. SicHash provides a more direct construction algorithm that only rarely needs to re-compute parts. Our implementation improves the state of the art in terms of space usage versus construction time for a wide range of configurations. For some configurations, SicHash is up to 4.3 times faster than the next best competitor. At the same time, it provides very fast queries.

1 Introduction
A Perfect Hash Function (PHF) is a hash function that does not have collisions on a given set \( S \) of objects, i.e., it is injective. In this paper, we call the number of objects \( N \) and the size of the output range \( M \). A PHF with \( M = N \) is called Minimal Perfect Hash Function (MPHF). For \( M \) close to \( N \), it is likely that an ordinary hash function has collisions. It is therefore necessary to store additional information, specific to the set \( S \), that help to avoid these collisions. The lower space bound for an MPHF is \( 1.44 \) bits/object [2]. PHFs can be represented with less space, depending on the load factor \( N/M \). In the literature, load factors between 0.8 and 1.0 are common [2, 38].

PHFs can be used to implement a hash table where each query only needs to access one single cell. When we know that the hash table is never queried for objects \( \notin S \), table cells can store the plain payload data without keys. This results in a retrieval data structure that can be updated efficiently. Refer to Section 2 for more details about retrieval data structures and an introduction to cuckoo hashing, which is a main building block of SicHash. There is a wide range of PHF construction algorithms, which we review extensively in Section 3.

The basic idea of SicHash is to distribute the input objects to a number of small buckets and build a cuckoo hash table in each. In cuckoo hashing, each object has a number of different positions it can be stored in, determined by different hash functions. We then use a retrieval data structure to store which of its candidate positions was finally used for each object. To achieve better space efficiency, we use irregular cuckoo hashing [10], where an additional hash function determines how many candidate positions each object has. The reason for constructing small tables is the use of overloading, which we describe in Section 4. In Section 5, we explain SicHash in detail, giving construction and query algorithms. Enhancements of the basic scheme, including one that produces MPHFs, are given in Section 6. We analyze SicHash in Section 7. We then provide an extensive experimental evaluation in Section 8, comparing it with a wide range of competitors. In Section 9, we summarize the results and discuss possible future work.

Comparison with Previous Approaches. The most space-efficient previous algorithms perform brute-force search as a core step to determine a perfect hash function. In particular, both CHD [2] and RecSplit [15] at some point try out random hash functions (on subproblems) until one happens to be injective. Refer to Section 3 for details. Our construction is more directed than this because it constructs cuckoo hash tables as its base case, which is possible in polynomial time. The directedness is also visible in the experiments, where our method can construct PHFs with the same space requirements up to 4.3 times faster than the competitors.

Our Contribution. We combine and refine several known ideas in a novel way leading to excellent space–construction time trade-offs while using very low query time. We base SicHash on the known idea of PHF generation through cuckoo hashing. We use irregular...
cuckoo hashing [10], which was previously considered for reducing search time. For that application, it was of little help apart from allowing to interpolate between two integer numbers of hash functions. In contrast, for our application to reduce space, it is helpful even when the average number of hash functions already is an integer. Space is further reduced using the novel idea to overload the cuckoo hash tables, i.e., to load them with more objects than would be possible in an asymptotic sense, exploiting that the tables are small. All this keeps the queries extremely simple – basically the cost for a single access to a retrieval data structure. This further profits from recent advances on fast static retrieval data structures with virtually no space overhead [13]. In turn, our PHFs can be used to obtain improved updateable retrieval data structures as discussed before.

2 Preliminaries

Cuckoo Hashing. Cuckoo hashing [37] is a well known approach to hash tables with open addressing. In a basic cuckoo hash table, each object can be placed in one of two cells, determined by two hash functions. Queries load the two candidate cells and compare both objects. Insertion applies one of the hash functions and places the new object in the corresponding cell. If the cell is already occupied, the object previously placed in that cell is pushed out and is recursively inserted using its other hash function.

Instead of locating each object in one of two cells, the idea can be generalized to \(d\) cells [17] by using \(d\) hash functions. In irregular cuckoo hash tables, different objects can have a different number of choices [10]. For example, some percentage of the objects get \(d_1\) choices, some \(d_2\) choices, and some \(d_3\) choices. Averaging over the \(d_i\), the method enables \(d\)-ary cuckoo hashing with non-integer \(d\) and higher load factors than a simple interpolation between two ordinary cuckoo hash tables [10].

Retrieval Data Structures. A retrieval data structure or static function on a set \(S\) of objects describes a function \(f : S \rightarrow \{0, 1\}^r\) that returns a specific \(r\)-bit value for each object. Applying the function on an object not in \(S\) can return an arbitrary value. The lower bound of the space requirement of a retrieval data structure is \(rN\) bits. The best retrieval data structures now come very close to the lower bound (around 1% overhead) and are also quite fast [13].

PHF Construction by Cuckoo Hashing. To the best of our knowledge, constructing PHFs through cuckoo hashing was only mentioned very briefly before [13]. In this paragraph, we give a more detailed and intuitive introduction to the idea. A related idea is the construction of PHFs by solving a matching as described by, e.g., Botelho et al. [5] and Navarro [36, Section 4.5.3].

Assume that all input objects are inserted into a \(d\)-ary cuckoo hash table. The table then implicitly describes an injective mapping from objects to table cells, because each cell only stores one object. For perfect hashing, we are not interested in storing the objects themselves but only in mapping objects to numbers, e.g., table cell indices. Because each object can only be placed in \(d\) cells using \(d\) hash functions \(h_i\), we can remember the placement of each object by simply storing which of the hash functions was finally used to place the object. We can do that using only about \(\log d\) bits\(^1\) per object by constructing a retrieval data structure. A query for an object \(x\) then retrieves the hash function index \(i(x)\) and executes \(h_{i(x)}(x)\) to obtain a perfect hash function.

Elias-Fano Coding. Elias-Fano Coding [14, 16] is a way to efficiently store a monotonic sequence of \(N\) integers. It consists of two data structures, a bit vector \(H\), and an array \(L\). An item at position \(i\) is split into two parts. The \(\log N\) upper bits \(u\) are stored as a 1-bit in \(H[i + u]\). The remaining lower bits are directly stored in \(L\). Items can be accessed in constant time by finding the \(i\)-th 1-bit in \(H\) using a \(\text{select}_1\) data structure and by looking up the lower bits in \(L\). The space usage of an Elias-Fano coded sequence is \(2N + N[\log U/N]\) bits, where \(U\) is the maximum value of an item.

Golomb-Rice Coding. Golomb coding [23] with parameter \(k\) can be used to store a sequence of integers that have a geometric distribution. The idea is to store each integer \(x\) as a quotient \(q = \lfloor x/k \rfloor\) in unary coding and a remainder \(x - qk\) in truncated binary coding. Rice coding [39] is Golomb coding where \(k\) is a power of 2. This makes arithmetics more efficient and simplifies storing the remainder to a normal array with binary coding. Items can be accessed in constant time by looking up the array and reconstructing the quotient using a \(\text{select}_1\) query.

3 Related Work

In the following, we first describe variants and enhancements of cuckoo hashing from the literature. Afterwards, we introduce existing PHFs, most of which we later include in our experimental evaluation (see Section 8).

3.1 Cuckoo Hashing. After describing variants of cuckoo hashing, we describe construction algorithms and load thresholds.

Variants. Higher maximum load factors can be achieved by making the cells larger, so that they hold more than one object [12]. When then allowing the cells to overlap [31], even higher load factors are possible [42]. For our application to perfect hashing, we only consider cells of size 1. In external memory, I/Os can be reduced

\(^1\)Throughout this paper, \(\log x\) stands for \(\log_2 x\).
by ensuring that most candidate cells are selected on the same memory page [11]. Maintaining two tables [37] of asymmetric size [30] can improve the search time because more objects can be placed using their first hash function. Giving each object \( d \) instead of 2 choices [17] increases the maximum load factor. Irregular cuckoo hashing [10] uses an additional hash function to determine how many choices each object has. A similar idea can also be found in coding theory, where each message bit is covered by an irregular number of check bits [34]. Specifically, the probability that a message bit is covered by \( i \) check bits is proportional to \( 1/i \). Another related result is the weighted Bloom filter [7], where objects get a different number of hash functions (and therefore false positive probability) based on their query frequency and membership likelihood.

**Construction.** The enhancement to \( d \)-ary cuckoo hashing [17] makes insertions more complex because it is no longer clear which of the alternative cells to displace objects to. Common ways to perform insertion are to find a shortest move sequence by performing breadth-first-search (BFS) in a graph defining possible object moves or by performing a random walk in that graph. Both approaches need constant expected time when the table is not too highly loaded [17, 44, 21, 19, 26, 27].

In this paper, we are interested in the static case, where all objects to be stored are known from the start. In that case, it is also possible to construct the whole hash table at once instead of using incremental insertions. Let us model the cuckoo hash table as a bipartite graph. The first set of graph vertices is simply the set of input objects and the second set represents the table cells. Edges connect each object to its candidate cells, as determined by the \( d \) hash functions. A matching of size \( N \) then gives a collision-free assignment from objects to table cells. This can be calculated using, for example, the Hopcroft-Karp-Karzanov algorithm [24] or the LSA algorithm [26, 27].

**Load Thresholds and Space Usage.** The load threshold is the load factor \( N/M \) such that the probability of successful construction tends to 1 for smaller load factors and to 0 for larger load factors for \( M \to \infty \). Classic cuckoo hashing with \( d = 2 \) hash functions has an asymptotic load threshold of 0.5. Using \( d = 4 \) hash functions already increases the load threshold to 0.9768 [18, 43]. In our construction, the load factor of the PHF equals the load factor of the cuckoo hash table, and the storage space is determined by the number of hash functions \( d \). This means that a PHF from binary cuckoo hashing with a load factor of 0.5 can be represented using \( \log 2 = 1 \) bit per object. A PHF with a load factor of 0.9768 can be implemented using 2 bits per object.

Ref. [10] gives load thresholds for irregular cuckoo hashing, depending on the distribution of how many hash function choices each object has. For any desired average number of hash functions \( d' \in \mathbb{R} \), the best load threshold is achieved by assigning each object either \( \lfloor d' \rfloor \) or \( \lceil d' \rceil \) hash functions [10]. As we will see in Section 4, this is not the case in the context of PHFs because we are looking at the storage space instead of the average value of the hash function indices.

### 3.2 Perfect Hashing

The perfect hashing problem has already been considered since the 1970s [41, 25, 6], and is still an active area of research. In the following paragraphs, we describe more recent papers.

**Order-Preserving.** An order-preserving PHF maintains the order that the input objects are given in. CHM [9] and BMZ [3] construct an undirected graph with edges \( \{(h_1(x), h_2(x)) | x \in S \} \). They then assign a number to each vertex, such that for each edge, the sum of numbers stored in adjacent vertices gives the desired PHF value. This can be done by assigning 0 to an arbitrary vertex and then performing depth-first-search to assign all neighbors by simple subtraction. CHM and BMZ store \( 2.09N \) and \( 1.15N \) integer numbers, respectively, therefore needing \( O(N \log(N)) \) space. Note that space near \( N \log N \) can also be achieved by explicitly storing the rank of the objects in a retrieval data structure.

**BDZ.** In the BDZ algorithm [5], also called RAM algorithm or BPZ algorithm, each input object is mapped to an edge in a random hypergraph using \( d \) independent hash functions \( h_i \). The hypergraph needs to be peelable\(^2\) in order to continue. By peeling the graph, BDZ determines \( i(x) \), such that \( h_{i(x)}(x) \) is unique for each object \( x \). It then uses a linear equation system to determine a function \( g \), such that \( i(x) = \left( \sum_{0 \leq i < d} g(h_i(x)) \right) \mod d \).

Even though our presentation using cuckoo hashing sounds different, SicHash is similar to this idea. The BDZ algorithm’s task of finding a unique \( h_{i(x)}(x) \) for each object can be interpreted as placing the objects in a cuckoo hash table. The function \( g \) serves as a retrieval data structure that maps each object to a hash function index \( i(x) \). The most important difference is that the BDZ algorithm couples retrieval and object placement by using the same set of hash functions. In particular, \( g \) is evaluated for the entire range \( M \), so the space to store \( g \) depends on \( M \). SicHash, in contrast, separates the two tasks of object placement and hash function retrieval. This enables using a retrieval data structure of size \( N \) instead. Moreover, SicHash uses irregular cuckoo hashing, which cannot be represented efficiently with the integrated retrieval data structure of BDZ. Finally, SicHash does not depend on peelability.

\(^2\)Possibility of obtaining a graph without edges by iteratively taking away edges that contain a vertex with degree 1 [5, 43].
WBPM. Weaver et al. [45] describe an algorithm for calculating MPHFs that is based on weighted bipartite matchings (WBPM). The left vertex set of the bipartite graph is determined by the \( M = N \) input objects and the right set is determined by the \( N \) possible hash values. The edges are determined by applying \( O(\log(N)) \) hash functions to each object, where an edge determined from the \( i \)-th hash function has weight \( i \). The weighted matching can be solved with a weight of \( 1.83N \), giving an assignment from objects to hash values. For storing which hash function to use for each object, WBPM uses a 1-bit retrieval data structure. The keys to the retrieval data structure are tuples of object and hash function index. The stored value is 1 for the hash function to finally be used, and 0 for all smaller indices. The weight of 1.83N therefore also equals the space usage of the final data structure, except for overheads like prefix sums due to bucketing.

SicHash uses a similar structure but simplifies each of the ingredients. Instead of a weighted bipartite matching, SicHash (implicitly) solves a non-weighted bipartite matching by constructing a cuckoo hash table. Instead of querying a 1-bit retrieval data structure multiple times for each hash function evaluation, SicHash only performs a single query to a retrieval data structure. While WBPM constructs a retrieval data structure consisting of 1.83N objects, SicHash generates retrieval data structures with a total of \( N \) objects, which makes the construction faster. While WBPM’s space usage is competitive for MPHFs, constructing a non-minimal PHF is less efficient. With a load factor of 0.85, for example, SicHash achieves a space usage of 1.43N bits, while our preliminary experiments show that a matching like above has a weight of 1.54N. This stems from the fact that SicHash stores the selected hash function index using binary code, while WBPM effectively uses unary code.

CHD [2] / FCH [20] / PTHash [38]. The basic idea of this approach is to hash the input objects to a number of buckets with expected equal size. After sorting the buckets by their size, the methods search for a hash function that stores the entire bucket in the final output domain without causing collisions. CHD [2] tries out hash functions linearly, so that the data to store for each bucket can be compressed efficiently. With a load factor of 81\%, CHD can construct a PHF using 1.4 bits per object. With a load factor of 99\%, it achieves 1.98 bits per object. In FCH [20], the bucket sizes are asymmetric – using the default parameters, 60\% of the objects are mapped to 30\% of the buckets. After hashing the objects of a bucket, it searches for a rotation value that \( \text{mod} \ M \) places all objects into the output range without collisions. FCH produces MPHFs with about 2 bits per object. PTHash [38] combines the two ideas by using asymmetric buckets and trying hash functions linearly to enable a compressible representation. To speed up searching for the hash function in each bucket, it first generates a non-minimal PHF. Instead of using the well known rank trick [4] to convert a PHF to an MPHF, PTHash uses a new approach that enables faster queries: We can interpret the values in the output range \( M \) that no object is mapped to as holes. PTHash now stores an array of size \( M - N \) that re-maps each object with a hash value \( > N \) to one of the holes. Given that the holes are a monotonic sequence of integers, the array can be compressed with Elias-Fano coding. Because most objects are mapped to values \( \leq N \), the expensive lookups into the Elias-Fano sequence are only rarely needed.

MericulousHash [8] / FiPHA [35] / BB-Hash [33]. This approach hashes the objects to \( \gamma N \) buckets, for \( \gamma \in \mathbb{R}, \gamma \geq 1 \). If a bucket has exactly one object mapped to it, that mapping is injective. Objects from buckets that hold more than one object are bumped to the next layer of the same data structure. For each layer, a bit vector of size \( \gamma N \) indicates which buckets had stored a single object, e.g., where the recursive query can stop. Together with a rank data structure, that bit vector can also be used to make the resulting hash function minimal. This approach allows fast construction and queries but needs space at least \( e \) bits per object [35] – more than 4 for really good speed.

RecSplit. RecSplit [15] distributes all objects to buckets of expected equal size. Within each bucket, RecSplit first searches for a hash function with binary output that splits the set of objects in half.3 This is repeated recursively until the set of objects has a small, configurable size. Usual values for the leaf size are about 8–12 objects. At a leaf, RecSplit then tries out hash functions until it finds one that is a bijection. For each bucket, RecSplit stores the hash function seeds that make up the splitting tree, the seeds for each leaf, and a prefix sum of the bucket sizes. There are configurations that need only 1.56 bits per object.

4 Overloading

In cuckoo hashing, the load threshold of a table is a widely studied subject (see Section 3.1). For example, it is well known that a table with \( d = 2 \) hash functions has a load threshold of 50\%. For \( M \to \infty \), the probability of successful table construction with load factor \( > 50\% \) approaches 0, while it approaches 1 for load factors \( < 50\% \). Let us now look at a very small table of size \( M = 3 \) storing \( N = 2 \) objects. This table has a load factor of \( \approx 66\% \), which is more than the load threshold. Still, the probability of successful construction, i.e., not all four
hash function values being the same, is $1 - 3 \cdot (1/3)^4 \approx 88\%$. This shows that the load factors can be considerably higher than the asymptotic limits when using small tables. We call a table that contains more objects than the asymptotic limit overloaded.

To experimentally illustrate the achievable load factors, we incrementally construct cuckoo hash tables and record the load factors at which the insertion finally fails. Figure 1 gives a box plot of the achieved load factors. It shows three fundamental observations that we use in SicHash to increase the load factor while decreasing the amount of memory needed.

1. **Variance.** Unsurprisingly, small tables have a higher variance in their achieved load factors. Therefore, improved load by the standard deviation is possible by just retrying a constant number of times in expectation.

2. **Median.** For some configurations, small tables not only enable higher load factors because of the variance, but also because their median is higher than the load threshold. The effect is even more pronounced for ordinary binary cuckoo hashing, where a table with $M = 500$ has a median load factor of 56\% (see Figure 2). This is significantly more than the asymptotic load threshold of 50\%. A similar observation can be found in perfect hashing: The information theoretic minimal space to store an MPHF with small $N$ is significantly lower than the asymptotic value for $N \to \infty$ [45].

3. **Space Usage.** A metric for the lookup efficiency in irregular cuckoo hash tables is the average number of hash functions. For any desired average number of hash functions $d' \in \mathbb{R}$, the best load thresholds are given by a combination of $\lfloor d' \rfloor$ and $\lceil d' \rceil$ hash functions [10]. This picture changes fundamentally in the context of PHFs because the choice of hash functions is stored in binary coding. While, for example, an irregular cuckoo hash table with 50\% 2-choice and 50\% 4-choice has 3 choices on average, the storage space of the corresponding PHF is only $0.5 \log(2) + 0.5 \log(4) = 1.5 < \log(3)$. The configurations in Figure 1 all need the same storage space, but the median load factor increases the farther we are from the optimal configuration derived in Ref. [10].

**Conclusion.** Smaller cuckoo hash tables enable higher load factors than larger tables. Equivalently, by making the tables smaller, we can achieve the same load factor using a hash function mixture that needs less space. Even though we have to store a seed because the variance in the load factors is higher, we can use the described effects to save overall space.
5 SicHash Perfect Hash Functions

We are now ready to introduce the main result of our paper: SicHash perfect hash functions. SicHash combines four results: Using cuckoo hashing for perfect hashing, making cuckoo hashing irregular, overloadling small tables, and fast space efficient retrieval.

5.1 Construction. Building a SicHash function consists of the main steps partitioning, cuckoo hashing, storing bucket metadata, and constructing the retrieval data structures. Figure 3 gives an overview over the process.

Partitioning. First, we hash the input objects to a number of buckets that all have the same expected size $b$, for example $b = 5000$. The rather small size enables overloading and also keeps the storage space during construction small enough that the whole table fits into the cache.

Cuckoo Hashing. Within each bucket, we generate an irregular cuckoo hash table, using the same load factor as the overall perfect hash function. The number of cells in each of the small cuckoo hash tables is determined by the number of objects hashed to it, so the small tables have different sizes. However, the probability of a successful construction is similar for all of them. To determine how many hash functions (and therefore candidate cells) should be used for each object, we hash each object to a class. A certain percentage $p_1$ of objects is placed with $d = 2$ choices, a percentage $p_2$ with $d = 4$ choices, and the remaining objects with $d = 8$ choices.

To insert objects into the hash tables, we use rattle kicking [29] instead of the classical random walk. Rattle kicking maintains a counter for each object, indicating how often it was moved to a new cell. An object is then only evicted from its cell when its rattle counter is lower than the counter of the object to be inserted into the same cell. The next hash function index to use for inserting is the rattle counter modulo $d$. With rattle kicking, we can avoid the cost of random number generation and empirically need a lower number of steps during the insertion. For normal cuckoo hash tables, storing the counter would decrease the space efficiency. In our case, we only store the hash table temporarily, and also need the hash function index to construct the PHF later. This makes SicHash an attractive application for rattle kicking. Constructing a bucket may fail, in particular, when we configure a high degree of overloading. In this case, construction is retried while incrementing a seed value determining the used hash functions.

Storing Bucket Metadata. The result is a number of small hash tables, each with a seed leading to successful construction. In order to determine a global PHF, we need to offset each small table. We can do that by storing the exclusive prefix sum of table sizes using Elias-Fano coding. When trying out seeds, we can simply count up, starting with 0. Construction usually succeeds with one of the first few seeds, so we can compress the list of seeds using Golomb-Rice Codes. In practice, storing the two sequences in arrays offers better query time and negligible space overhead.

Retrieval. Now we only need to store the assignment from objects to cells within the small hash tables by storing which of the hash functions finally placed each object. Because the hash tables are irregular, we get indices of 1, 2, and 3 bits. While small hash tables enable overloading, retrieval data structures in contrast profit from handling many objects and can achieve overheads as low as 1% [13]. We therefore build 3 large retrieval data structures that hold the 1, 2, and 3-bit values from all the small hash tables. The space usage of the final PHF is dominated by the retrieval data structures.

Parameters. A SicHash PHF has three main tuning parameters: The load factor $\alpha = N/M$ to try construction for, and the class sizes for irregular cuckoo hashing, $p_1$ and $p_2$. Ignoring overloading, it is then possible to numerically determine a configuration that maximizes the load factor (see Section 7). Calculating efficient configurations with overloading remains an open problem.
When a specific space budget of $\beta$ bits per object for the retrieval data structures is given, we get $p_2 = 3 - \beta - 2p_1$. The only remaining parameter $p_1$ can then be selected from the interval $[\max(0, 2 - \beta), (3 - \beta)/2]$.

5.2 Queries. A query for an object first hashes it to find its class, e.g., its number of candidate cells in the small hash table. This determines which retrieval data structure needs to be queried for the hash function index. Additionally, the object is hashed to find its bucket, and therefore the seed and offset. The value of the PHF is then given by hashing the object with the retrieved hash function index and the bucket’s seed, and by adding the bucket’s offset. Figure 4 gives an illustration for the data flow during a query, showing that all three memory access operations are independent of each other, so they can be prefetched or performed in parallel.

6 Enhancements

SicHash lends itself to numerous enhancements, which we outline below.

**Minimal Perfect Hashing.** SicHash can be converted to an MPHF by applying the same technique as in PTHash [38]. The idea is to re-map objects with hash function values $> N$ to smaller values by using an Elias-Fano coded sequence of size $M - N$. Refer to Section 3.2 for details. Note that the number of lower bits of the Elias-Fano coded sequence only depends on the load factor that was used before re-mapping. In practice, we can therefore use a compile-time parameter for faster bit operations in the Elias-Fano sequence.

**Parallel Construction.** Perfect hash functions can always be parallelized trivially by introducing a new layer on top of the data structure. SicHash can be parallelized more directly and without effect on the query speed. The small cuckoo hash tables of each bucket can be constructed embarrassingly parallel. Retrieval data structures can also be computed in parallel at some small space overhead linear in the number of processors and without query overhead [13].

External Memory Construction. SicHash can be adapted to very large inputs: First use external sorting to partition the objects into buckets. Then, for each bucket, find a cuckoo hash table — outputting sequences of seeds, offsets, and key-value pairs for the retrieval data structures. The latter can be fed into an external memory construction of the retrieval data structures [13].

7 Analysis

**Theorem 7.1.** Parameters of SicHash can be chosen such that the expected construction time is linear in the input size $N$, that the query time is constant, and that the expected space consumption is $O(N)$ bits.

*Proof. (Outline)* To be able to show linear construction time, we look at the case of constant expected bucket size, a bucket load factor that ensures constant success probability of cuckoo hash table construction, space efficient encoding of offsets using Elias-Fano coding, Golomb-Rice coding of seeds, and cuckoo table insertion using BFS. We also assume that we use a retrieval data structure that needs $O(N)$ bits, can be constructed in linear time and supports queries in constant time. After this proof, we informally discuss what changes for the simple implementation used in our experiments.

**Query time.** A query evaluates a constant number of hash functions (constant time), performs one access to a retrieval data structure (constant time as assumed above), and decodes a number each in an Elias-Fano coded and a Golomb-Rice coded sequence. Decoding the numbers boils down to constant time $\text{select}_1$-operations in a bit vector (see Section 2).

**Space.** The retrieval data structure uses a linear number of bits by our assumption. With average bucket size $b$, the Elias-Fano data structure takes $(2 + \log \frac{3b}{N}) \frac{N}{b} = O(N)$ bits. For constant success probability of construction, the seed has a geometric distribution and constant expected length, i.e., expected
space consumption $O \left( \frac{N^2}{b^2} \right) = O(N)$ bits. When constructing an MPHF, the re-mapping (see Section 6) takes $(M - N)(2 + \log \frac{N}{M-N}) = N \frac{1}{\alpha-1}(2 + \log \frac{N}{\alpha}) = O(N)$ bits, where $\alpha$ is the load factor before compaction.

**Construction Time.** Constructing the retrieval data structures takes linear time by assumption. Building the data structures for seeds and offsets is obviously possible in linear time. Construction time for a bucket is at most quadratic in the bucket size (and, with constant success probability, retries contribute only a constant factor in expectation). With constant expected bucket size, we get the same execution time as a bucket sorting algorithm that uses a quadratic algorithm per bucket, which is expected linear \cite[Theorem 5.9]{RecSplit}. A similar argument can also be found in RecSplit \cite{RecSplit}.

Our implementation gains simplicity and query speed by storing offsets and seeds directly using log $M$ bits. For this to be space efficient, we would need average bucket size $b = \Omega(\log N)$. At least with our simple estimation of construction time, this would result in superlinear construction time of $\Omega(N \log N)$. This can be improved using faster construction algorithms. For example, using the Hopcroft-Karp-Karzanov \cite{HopcroftKarzanov} algorithm, time $O(N \sqrt{\log N})$ can be proven. Assuming a result for random graph matching \cite{RandomGraphMatching} also transfers to our case, we would even get $O(N \log \log N)$. At least when we are sufficiently far from the load threshold, various previous results indicate that linear construction time is possible \cite{LinearConstruction, HopcroftKarpKarzanov, RandomGraphMatching, Lelarge, Compaction, BucketSorting}.

**Load Thresholds.** For a fixed configuration of fractions $p_1, p_2, p_3$, we now use existing theory to derive a threshold for the asymptotically maximum load factor $c^* = c^*(p_1, p_2, p_3)$ when the bucket size is large. The hope is that the threshold is also indicative of achievable loads for small to medium bucket sizes. We use a framework by Lelarge \cite{Lelarge}, which is quite challenging to understand and formally apply. Introducing the underlying ideas of belief propagation and local weak convergence, let alone rigorously defend this method.

Modified for our case, when objects use $d_1=2$, $d_2=4$, $d_3=8$ hash functions with probability $p_1, p_2, p_3$, respectively, not much changes in the terms that handle belief propagation at the table cells, except that $d$ has to be replaced with $d := \sum_i p_id_i$. From the point of view of an object, three possibilities have to be taken into account, which occur with probabilities $p_1, p_2, p_3$ if the object is chosen uniformly at random, and with probabilities $p_1d_1/d$, $p_2d_2/d$, $p_3d_3/d$ if the object is chosen with a probability proportional to the number of table cells it is incident to. The correspondingly modified equations read as follows.

$$F(q, c) = 1 - \sum_i p_i (1 - g^B(q))^{d_i} + \frac{1 - e^{-cd_1(1+cd_2)}}{c}$$

$$g^B(q) = e^{-cd_2}, \quad g^A(p) = (1 - p)^{d_1-1}$$

$$X(c) = \{ F(q, c) \mid q \in [0, 1], g^A(g^B(q)) = q \}$$

$$c^*_d = \inf \{ c > 0 \mid \inf X(c) = 1 \}.$$
Table 1: Selected configuration parameters from the Pareto front (see Figure 8). Even though RecSplit is minimal perfect, it is competitive with methods achieving $N/M = 0.95$, so it is included in that section as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B/Obj Method</th>
<th>MObj/s ns/Obj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.01 RecSplit, $l=5$ $b=100$</td>
<td>2.85 350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.06 PTHash, $l=0.95$, $c=3.0$</td>
<td>0.30 3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.04 If $=0.97$, $p_1=45%$, $p_2=31%$</td>
<td>2.94 340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50 RecSplit, $l=3$, $b=50$</td>
<td>3.86 259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.51 PTHash, $l=0.95$, $c=6.0$</td>
<td>3.06 327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.50 If $=0.9$, $p_1=21%$, $p_2=78%$</td>
<td>4.91 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.78 RecSplit, $l=8$, $b=250$</td>
<td>0.76 1316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.76 PTHash, $c=3.0$</td>
<td>0.61 1639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75 $p_1=44%$, $p_2=41%$</td>
<td>3.27 305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.09 RecSplit, $l=5$, $b=50$</td>
<td>3.17 315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.06 PTHash, $c=5.8$</td>
<td>2.67 375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.04 $p_1=43%$, $p_2=18%$</td>
<td>4.55 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.61 PTHash, $c=4.6$</td>
<td>2.85 351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.61 $p_1=48%$, $p_2=51%$</td>
<td>4.74 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.91 PTHash, $c=7.4$</td>
<td>4.25 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.89 $p_1=45%$, $p_2=31%$</td>
<td>5.30 189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Pareto plot over the construction throughput of different SicHash configurations by bucket size. Load factor $N/M = 0.9$. Left: measured space usage. Right: hypothetical space usage, assuming that bucket metadata is encoded with Elias-Fano and Golomb-Rice codes.

8.1 SicHash Configurations. The query performance is independent of the choice of $p_1$ and $p_2$, so we focus on the construction performance.

Cuckoo Placement. It is possible to construct the cuckoo hash table with random walk insertion, as well as matching based methods. In our experiments, the random walk variant rattle kicking [29] is usually faster than a construction based on Hopcroft-Karp-Karzanov [24].

Bucket Size. For larger buckets, the relative overhead of encoding the metadata is reduced, but they can be overloaded less. Figure 5 (left) shows a Pareto front of SicHash configurations using different bucket sizes and indicates that a bucket size of $b = 5000$ is optimal, which is why we choose that parameter in all other measurements. Figure 5 (right) shows hypothetical values for the space usage when assuming that the per-bucket metadata is encoded with Elias-Fano and Golomb-Rice coding instead of arrays (see Section 5).

Parameter Choices. A guideline on how to choose parameters for an efficient PHF construction can be determined by running a benchmark of multiple configurations and determining the Pareto front. Table 1 gives exemplary configuration parameters $p_1, p_2$ that are on the Pareto front on our machine, as well as a small selection of competitors achieving the same storage space. As discussed in Section 3.1, an ordinary cuckoo hash table leads to a PHF with a load factor of 97.68% and 2 bits per object. Our implementation of SicHash achieves the same
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Figure 6: Comparison of different competitors by number of objects $N$. Left: Construction throughput relative to each method’s maximum. Right: Query throughput. For the PHFs, the load factor is 0.95. The parameters are selected from the Pareto front in a way that all PHFs achieve a space usage of 1.8 bits per object, BBHash achieves 3.5 bits per object, and all other MPHFs achieve a space usage of 2.2 bits per object.

Figure 7: Heat map showing which PHF construction method has the fastest construction time for each given combination of load factor and space usage. Left: Algorithms without SicHash. Right: Algorithms including SicHash. SicHash covers most of the configurations.

8.2 Comparison with Competitors. For demonstrating the performance of SicHash, we compare it to competitors from the literature (see Section 3.2). From the cmph library, we include CHD [2], BDZ [5], BMZ [3], and FCH [20]. Additionally, we include PTHash [38], RecSplit [15], and BBHash [33].

Construction Scaling. Figure 6 (left) shows how the construction throughput scales with $N$. The configuration parameters of each method are selected from the Pareto front in a way that all PHFs with a load factor of 0.95 need 1.8 bits per object, BBHash needs 4.0 bits, and all other MPHFs need 2.2 bits per object. To be more fair about the different load factors and space used, the construction throughput is given relative to each competitor’s maximum performance. The construction throughput of PTHash, BBHash and CHD drops significantly when increasing $N$, while SicHash and RecSplit stay more constant. This can be explained by the fact that SicHash and RecSplit hash objects to buckets of expected constant size that are then constructed independently. The other competitors, in contrast, access an array with size proportional to $N$, which leads to lower cache locality. While putting an additional layer on top of the data structures for more cache locality is always
Figure 8: Space usage vs construction throughput for different load factors. Each line is a Pareto front showing configurations of a method that are not dominated by other configurations. Each plot contains a PHF that achieves at least the specific load factor. In particular, minimal perfect hash functions are included in all plots. The top six plots use $N = 5$ Million objects, while the bottom six plots use $N = 20$ Million objects. Methods that are entirely uncompetitive are excluded from the plot with $N = 20$ Million objects.
possible, this would affect query time and space usage. The initial increase of BBHash’s construction throughput can be explained by the constant startup overhead of launching a thread even in single-threaded mode.

**Query Scaling.** The query throughput in Figure 6 drops when increasing $N$ because the data structure gets larger and can be cached less. One of the main design goals of PTHash is its fast queries. SicHash comes close to PTHash or even surpasses it in terms of query throughput, while having a more favorable trade-off between space usage and construction performance. The minimal perfect variant has a query time overhead of about 5–10%.

**Trade-Off.** For each competitor, we run experiments with a number of configurations to provide a trade-off between construction time and space usage. Figure 8 gives Pareto fronts of our method and competitors for different load factors and input sizes $N$. SicHash dominates the Pareto front for load factors from 0.85 to 0.97. While there are better competitors for very space efficient or very large data structures, SicHash covers a wide range of configurations (see also Figure 7). As visible in Table 1, SicHash can be constructed up to 4.3 times faster than the next best competitor. For MPHFs, RecSplit produces the smallest data structures, but SicHash is competitive for a range of configurations while having significantly faster queries (see Figure 6). Measurements on two additional hardware architectures give similar results (see Figure 9).

### 9 Conclusion and Future Work

With SicHash, we present a new perfect hash function which places objects in a number of small, irregular cuckoo hash tables. Making the tables small enables overloading, which achieves higher load factors than the asymptotic bound. Using irregular cuckoo hashing enables fine-grained control over the load factors and lower space usage. We then use space efficient retrieval data structures to store the final placement. Our implementation improves the state of the art in perfect hash functions for a wide range of load factors and space usage configurations. It profits from the fact that building cuckoo hash tables is a more directed approach for finding bijections than the brute force methods used at the core of many competitors.

Future work might include a parallel construction algorithm and construction using a different insertion strategy than rattle kicking. From a theoretical point, it would be interesting to look at construction success probabilities for overloaded cuckoo hash tables.
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